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  Enabling Smart Urban Services with GPS Trajectory Data Chao
Chen,Daqing Zhang,Yasha Wang,Hongyu Huang,2021-04-01 With
the proliferation of GPS devices in daily life, trajectory data that
records where and when people move is now readily available on a
large scale. As one of the most typical representatives, it has now
become widely recognized that taxi trajectory data provides rich
opportunities to enable promising smart urban services. Yet, a
considerable gap still exists between the raw data available, and
the extraction of actionable intelligence. This gap poses
fundamental challenges on how we can achieve such intelligence.
These challenges include inaccuracy issues, large data volumes to
process, and sparse GPS data, to name but a few. Moreover, the
movements of taxis and the leaving trajectory data are the result
of a complex interplay between several parties, including drivers,
passengers, travellers, urban planners, etc. In this book, we
present our latest findings on mining taxi GPS trajectory data to
enable a number of smart urban services, and to bring us one step
closer to the vision of smart mobility. Firstly, we focus on some
fundamental issues in trajectory data mining and analytics,
including data map-matching, data compression, and data
protection. Secondly, driven by the real needs and the most
common concerns of each party involved, we formulate each
problem mathematically and propose novel data mining or
machine learning methods to solve it. Extensive evaluations with
real-world datasets are also provided, to demonstrate the
effectiveness and efficiency of using trajectory data. Unlike other
books, which deal with people and goods transportation
separately, this book also extends smart urban services to goods
transportation by introducing the idea of crowdshipping, i.e.,
recruiting taxis to make package deliveries on the basis of real-
time information. Since people and goods are two essential
components of smart cities, we feel this extension is bot logical
and essential. Lastly, we discuss the most important scientific
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problems and open issues in mining GPS trajectory data.
  Understanding GPS/GNSS: Principles and Applications, Third
Edition Elliott D. Kaplan,Christopher Hegarty,2017-05-31 This
thoroughly updated third edition of an Artech House bestseller
brings together a team of leading experts providing a current and
comprehensive treatment of global navigation satellite systems
(GNSS) that readers won’t find in other resources. Packed with
brand new material, this third edition includes new chapters on the
system engineering details of GPS, European Galileo system,
Chinese Beidou systems, GLONASS, and regional systems, such as
Quasi–Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) and Navigation with Indian
Constellation (NavIC). Readers also find new coverage of GNSS
receivers, disruptions, errors, stand-alone GNSS performance,
differential and precise point positioning. This single-source
reference provides both a quick overview of GNSS essentials and
an in-depth treatment of advanced topics and explores all the
latest advances in technology, applications, and systems. Readers
are guided in the development of new applications and on how to
evaluate their performance. It explains all the differential GNSS
services available to help decide which is best for a particular
application. The book discusses the integration of GNSS with other
sensors and network assistance. Readers learn how to build GNSS
receivers and integrate them into navigational and
communications equipment. Moreover, this unique volume helps
determine how technology is affecting the marketplace and where
best to invest in a company’s resources.
  A-GPS Frank Stephen Tromp Van Diggelen,2009 Today,
increasing demands and expectations are being placed on GPS
systems. Assisted GPS (A-GPS) has been developed to provide
greatly improved capabilities, helping GPS work better and faster
in almost any location. Offering a detailed look at all the technical
aspects and underpinnings of A-GPS, this unique book places
emphasis on practical implementation. The book reviews standard
GPS design, helping you understand why GPS requires assistance
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in the first place. You discover how A-GPS enables the computing
of a position from navigation satellites in the absence of precise
time - a topic not covered in any other book. Moreover, you learn
how to design and analyze a high sensitivity GPS receiver and
determine the achievable sensitivity of a GPS receiver. The book
provides detailed worksheets that show how to compute, analyze,
and improve the processing gain from the signal strength at the
antenna to the carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N0) at the front end, to the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) after the correlators. This cutting-edge
volume discusses special forms of assistance data, industry
standards for A-GPS, and government mandates for location of
mobile phones. You also find coverage of future global navigation
satellite systems and how they can be designed specifically for
instant-fixes and high sensitivity. The book features numerous
tables, worksheets, and graphs that illustrate key topics and
provide the equivalent of a technical handbook for engineers who
design or use A-GPS.
  A Total Estimator of the Hadamard Function Used for GPS
Operations ,2001 We describe a method based on the Total
deviation approach whereby we improve the confidence of the
estimation of the Hadamard deviation that is used primarily in GPS
operations. The Hadamard-total deviation described in this paper
provides a significant improvement in confidence indicated by an
increase of 1.3 to 3.4 times the one degree of freedom of the plain
Uadamard deviation at the longest averaging time. The new
Hadamard-total deviation is slightly negativdy biased with respect
to the usual Uadamard deviation, and T values are restricted to
less than or equal to T/3, to be consistent with the usual
Uadamard's definition. We give a method of automatically
removing bias by a power-law detection scheme. We review the
relationship between Kalman fiber parameters and the Hadamard
and Allan variances, illustrate the operational problems associated
with estimating these parameters, and discuss how the Uadamard-
total variance can improve management of present and future GPS
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satellite clocks.
  Multifunctional Operation and Application of GPS
Rustam B. Rustamov,A.M. Hashimov,2018-05-30 Today, Global
Positioning System (GPS) has taken a significant place in human
life with wide-scale applications. It is a multi-use, space-based
radio-navigation system, embracing defense and security, civil,
commercial, and scientific research needs. Taking into account the
importance of the system, it has been suggested to present
current advances of GPS with attention focused on vital aspects of
technology. This book provides a general description of GPS,
GNSS, and GLONASS with reference to the improvement of
characteristics of the segments, including software applications
and the equipment itself containing GPS. The book also provides
information on application areas. Equally, a number of common
shortcomings and errors are described, and elimination and
mnimization of such consequences are demonstrated.
  Fundamentals of GPS Receivers Dan
Doberstein,2011-10-22 Fundamentals of GPS receivers covers GPS
receivers' theory and practice. The book begins with the basics of
GPS receivers and moves onward to more advanced material. The
book examines three types of GPS receiver implementations: first
is the custom design by the author; second is an industry standard
design, now part of the open source network; the third relates to
the receiver designed by JPL /NASA. Each receiver is unique
allowing the reader to see how each design solves the same
problems. Chapters discuss carrier phase measurements and GPS
time and frequency measurements. The overall text is
measurement oriented as opposed to processing the
measurements. With a focus on the fundamentals of
measurements the reader will be building their intuition for the
physical phenomenon at work.
  The GPS Manual Steve Dye,Frank Baylin,1997
  An Advanced System for Measurement of
Transionospheric Radio Propagation Effects Using GPS
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Signals G. J. Bishop,1987 An advanced system for measurement
of transionospheric radio propagation effects was developed,
utilizing the TI-4100 four-channel Global Positioning System (GPS)
receiver. During AFGL's Polar ARCS campaign at Sondrestrom,
Greenland in February-March 1987, the system successfully
measured ionospheric total electron content (TEC), phase
scintillation, and amplitude scintillation on both GPS carrier
frequencies, from up to four satellites simultaneously. This was the
first time it has been possible to measure these parameters
simultaneously, in multiple directions, in the high-latitude regions.
Coupled with the simultaneous optical and incoherent scatter
radar diagnostics obtained during the Polar ARCS campaign, these
measurements significantly improve our capability to characterize
high latitude ionospheric structures, particularly their temporal
and spatial variation. Additionally, the development of this
advanced system has contributed significantly to the technology
base for specification of the Transionospheric Sensing System
(TISS) for the Air Weather Service. The system can also be
software upgraded to perform special navigation in addition to
ionospheric measurements in airborne applications.
  Advanced Surveying Satheesh Gopi,Gopi,2007
  2005 Year Book Australia ,2004
  Commercial Space Technologies and Applications:
Communication, Remote Sensing, GPS, and Meteorological
Satellites, Second Edition Mohammad Razani,2018-09-03 This new
edition introduces and examines the space technologies that
benefit our everyday lives. Each chapter now includes exercises
and problems, and the content covers new satellites and emerging
technologies. It explores the ever-improving quality of satellite
systems and services, and also investigates ways to bring about
higher resolution satellite imagery and lower satellite costs. The
focus is on man-made satellites, which are becoming smaller,
smarter, cheaper, and easier to launch, having a longer life span,
and are less susceptible to interference. Furthermore, the book
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considers advances in several key technologies that affect the
satellite industry. Includes extensive study questions and
exercises after each chapter. Explains present commercial space
technology and its future outlook. Explores the many applications
of space technologies and their impact on our lives, including real
world examples. Presents a future outlook on robotics,
communications and navigation, and human health and
nanotechnology. Provides a clear understanding of space, space
technologies, space applications, space security, space
regulations, a space roadmap, and their impact on the lives of
humans now and for generations to come.
  Global Positioning System (GPS) Cristina Chaplain,2011-04 The
GPS provides positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT) data to
users worldwide. The U.S. Air Force (AF) is in the process of
modernizing the system. But, it is uncertain whether the AF could
acquire new satellites in time to maintain GPS service without
interruption. This report assesses: (1) the status of AF efforts to
deliver new GPS satellites, the avail. of the GPS constellation, and
the potential impacts on users if the constellation avail. diminishes
below its committed level of performance; (2) efforts to acquire
the GPS ground control and user equipment necessary to leverage
GPS satellite capabilities; (3) the GPS interagency requirements
process; and (4) coord. of GPS efforts with the internat. PNT
community. Illus. This is a print on demand report.
  Foraging Theory Applied to Medical Information
Searching Mai Dwairy,2012-10 Workload and other constraints
prevent General Practitioners from accessing medical evidence for
clinical decisions. This problem was studied in New Zealand GPs
using Optimal Foraging Theory developed in ecology. GPs'
information search strategies were modelled as sequential steps
associated with costs and benefits measured from logbooks of
actual searches. By consulting the most profitable sources,
switching sources when unsuccessful, and double checking, GPs
seem close to an optimal trade-off between maximizing search
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success and information reliability, and minimizing searching time.
Subsidised training in information searching and provision of a
literature search service are two inferred avenues to access
medical evidence.
  GPS and GNSS Technology in Geosciences George P.
Petropoulos,Prashant K. Srivastava,2021-02-18 GPS and GNSS
Technology in Geosciences offers an interdisciplinary approach to
applying advances in GPS/GNSS technology for geoscience
research and practice. As GPS/GNSS signals can be used to
provide useful information about the Earth’s surface
characteristics and land surface composition, GPS equipment and
services for commercial purposes continues to grow, thus resulting
in new expectations and demands. This book provides case studies
for a deeper understanding of the operation and principles of
widely applied approaches and the benefits of the technology in
everyday research and activities. Presents processing, methods
and techniques of GPS/GNSS implementation that are utilized in in-
situ data collection in design and systems analysis Offers an all-
inclusive, critical overview of the state-of-the-art in different
algorithms and techniques in GPS/GNSS Addresses both
theoretical and applied research contributions on the use of this
technology in a variety of geoscience disciplines
  The Astronomical Journal ,1894
  GPS Satellite Surveying Alfred Leick,Lev Rapoport,Dmitry
Tatarnikov,2015-03-02 Employ the latest satellite positioning tech
with this extensive guide GPS Satellite Surveying is the classic text
on the subject, providing the most comprehensive coverage of
global navigation satellite systems applications for surveying. Fully
updated and expanded to reflect the field's latest developments,
this new edition contains new information on GNSS antennas,
Precise Point Positioning, Real-time Relative Positioning, Lattice
Reduction, and much more. New contributors offer additional
insight that greatly expands the book's reach, providing readers
with complete, in-depth coverage of geodetic surveying using
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satellite technologies. The newest, most cutting-edge tools,
technologies, and applications are explored in-depth to help
readers stay up to date on best practices and preferred methods,
giving them the understanding they need to consistently produce
more reliable measurement. Global navigation satellite systems
have an array of uses in military, civilian, and commercial
applications. In surveying, GNSS receivers are used to position
survey markers, buildings, and road construction as accurately as
possible with less room for human error. GPS Satellite Surveying
provides complete guidance toward the practical aspects of the
field, helping readers to: Get up to speed on the latest GPS/GNSS
developments Understand how satellite technology is applied to
surveying Examine in-depth information on adjustments and
geodesy Learn the fundamentals of positioning, lattice adjustment,
antennas, and more The surveying field has seen quite an
evolution of technology in the decade since the last edition's
publication. This new edition covers it all, bringing the reader deep
inside the latest tools and techniques being used on the job.
Surveyors, engineers, geologists, and anyone looking to employ
satellite positioning will find GPS Satellite Surveying to be of
significant assistance.
  Private Equity H. Kent Baker,Greg Filbeck,Halil Kiymaz,2015
During the past few decades, private equity (PE) has attracted
considerable attention from investors, practitioners, and
academicians. In fact, a substantial literature on PE has emerged.
PE offers benefits for institutional and private wealth management
clients including diversification and enhancement of risk-adjusted
returns. However, the lack of transparency, regulatory restrictions,
and liquidity concerns that exist for some PE options limit their
attractiveness for some investors. Private Equity: Opportunities
and Risks offers a synthesis of the theoretical and empirical
literature on PE in both emerging and developed markets. The
book examines PE and provides important insights about topics
such as major types of PE (venture capital, leveraged, buyouts,
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mezzanine capital, and distressed debt investments), how PE
works, performance and measurement, uses and structure, and
trends. Readers can gain an in-depth understanding about PE from
academics and practitioners from around the world. Private Equity:
Opportunities and Risks provides a fresh look at the intriguing yet
complex subject of PE. A group of renowned experts take readers
through the core topics and issues of PE, and also examine the
latest trends and cutting-edge developments in the field.
Additionally, discussion of research on PE permeates the book. The
coverage extends from discussing basic concepts and their
application to increasingly complex and real-world situations.
Thus, this volume spans the gamut from theoretical to practical,
while offering a useful balance of detailed and user-friendly
coverage. This fresh and intriguing examination of PE is essential
reading for anyone hoping to gain a better understanding of PE,
from seasoned professionals to those aspiring to enter the
demanding world of finance.
  Gender and Social Equity in Primary Education Vimala
Ramachandran,2004-08-19 In recent years, India has made
impressive strides in increasing literacy rates and in enabling
access to education. The country now seems well set to provide
universal and good quality basic education. Yet, behind this
otherwise rosy picture lie serious concerns relating primarily to
gender and equity. /-//-/This volume provides an insightful
understanding of the ground realities of primary education
programmes, particularly those run by the District Primary
Education Programme (DPEP). Combining secondary research with
field studies conducted in six states, the contributors explore
gender and social equity issues in primary education. They
conclude that there is a subtle but nevertheless discernible
‘hierarchy of access’ to education, which has resulted in new
forms of segregation in primary schools.
  Signal and Information Processing, Networking and
Computers Yue Wang,Lexi Xu,Yufeng Yan,Jiaqi Zou,2020-12-17
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This book collects selected papers from the 7th Conference on
Signal and Information Processing, Networking and Computers
held in Rizhao, China, on September 21-23, 2020. The 7th
International Conference on Signal and Information Processing,
Networking and Computers (ICSINC) was held in Rizhao, China, on
September 21-23, 2020.
  Helping the Problem Drinker Tim Stockwell,Sue
Clement,2023-12-01 Originally published in 1987, Helping the
Problem Drinker addressed the realisation that only a small
proportion of problem drinkers ever contacted existing treatment
agencies, and that therefore a more comprehensive community-
oriented approach should be developed. This included training of
primary care health workers and the development of
multidisciplinary Community Alcohol Teams. At the time other
community-based initiatives such as self-help groups for early
problem drinkers and early intervention programmes in general
practice and general hospitals, had been implemented. This book
draws together what had been learned about these new
developments, a number of which had now been evaluated. The
book will still be of interest to all planners and professional staff
concerned with alcohol problems: both specialists and non-
specialists in general medicine, psychiatry, psychology and the
social services.
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